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Abstract

Search engines are crucial for locating and accessing the vast amount of digital content. Hence they are subject to close scrutiny by the media, governments and scholars. On November 30, 2010, the European Commission opened an antitrust investigation into allegations that Google Inc. has abused a dominant position in online search in violation of Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (Article 102 TFEU). The investigation sparked an ongoing debate in relation to the potential for anti-competitive conduct by search engines, in particular the potential for abuse of dominance. Through an analysis of the history and development of the search industry, search engine business models and the characteristics of the online search market, this paper investigates whether the characteristics of the free internet search and search advertising market may encourage anti-competitive behaviour. Furthermore, the Article briefly analyses whether the European competition framework, in particular Article 102 TFEU, is well equipped to deal with challenges in relation to search.

The paper advocates that due to the commercialisation of search coupled with innovative business models that change persistently, there is a growing potential for search engines to engage in anticompetitive practice. Hence, there is a vital need to reassess current EU competition law and policy.

1. Introduction

Search engines are crucial for locating and accessing the vast amount of digital content. Hence they are subject to close scrutiny by the media, governments and scholars. [2] On November 30, 2010, the European Commission opened an antitrust investigation into allegations that Google Inc. has abused a dominant position in online search in violation of Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (Article 102 TFEU). [3] The investigation sparked an ongoing debate in relation to the potential for anti-competitive conduct by search engines, in particular the potential for abuse of dominance. According to a February 2011 study by comScore, [4] 9 out of 10 Europeans use Google for online search, making it an undisputed dominant player in online search in Europe. [5] Given the significant importance of search engines for European consumers and businesses, the purpose of this paper is to analyse the suitability of the European competition framework, specifically Art. 102 TFEU, in relation to search engines.

This paper takes as a starting point that as pointed out by the competition commissioner, Joaquin Almunia, understanding the dynamics of web based services is a complex task due to innovative business models that change persistently. [6] The markets that search engines operate in are complex and different from traditional markets as they are fast paced, two-sided platforms [7] (matching paying advertisers and internet users looking for relevant information) characterised by economies of scale, high concentration levels, and network effects. [8] It investigates whether these characteristics of the free internet search and search advertising market may encourage anti-competitive behaviour, and in the light of the above characteristics, whether Article 102 TFEU is well equipped to deal with challenges in relation to search. The paper first examines the development and characteristics of the search market. It then briefly explores the European
Commission’s 2010 investigation into Google, the modernisation attempts in relation to Art. 102 TFEU and discusses whether Art. 102 TFEU in its current form is sufficient to deal with challenges posed by high tech industries, in particular search engines. Finally conclusions are drawn and an agenda for further research is laid out.

2. Development and commercialisation of search

Web search and the technology surrounding it have grown rapidly over the past decade. Wikipedia lists a wide range of search engines including ‘general’ search engines (Google, Bing and Yahoo Search), geographically limited search engines (Naver-Korea, Baidu-China), enterprise search engines (AskMeNow), legal search engines (Westlaw, LexisNexis) and so on. [9] Although there is a significant number of locally and globally operating search engines, this research will primarily focus on Google, due its dominance in the global and European consumer search market. [10] In two decades the online search industry has seen the rise and fall of many players.

Early days and development

The first search engine, Archie, [11] was created in 1990 by Alan Emtage, a computer science student at McGill University. [12] Compared to current search technology, Archie was rather primitive. Its search capacity and user interface was very limited and only used by academics. [13] Since Archie, a lot has changed in the landscape of search engines. In 1991, the World Wide Web became publicly available. [14] This development coupled with the constant innovation and technological advancement in search technology enabled search engines to reach ever larger audiences as opposed to limited academic audiences. As the World Wide Web grew in popularity and the number of websites increased, the need for a better search engine arose. [15]

In June 1993, Matthew Gray from Massachusetts Institute of Technology created the first web based search engine, the World Wide Web Wanderer. [16] The Wanderer sent out a robot txt file that collected information from websites and indexed it. [17] The web’s second search engine, Aliweb was launched in November 1993 as a response to the World Wide Web Wanderer. [18] Aliweb did not use a web robot but rather depended on being notified by the webmasters in relation to the existence of each site as well information provided by them for the webpage to be listed. [19]

One of the most remarkable milestones in the history of search engines was the introduction of WebCrawler, by Brian Pinkerton, a researcher from the University of Washington, in 1994. WebCrawler was the first ‘full text’ crawler-based search engine. [20] Unlike its predecessors, it was the first search engine to index the full text of documents, and due to its user friendly interface, it extended the usage of search engines from tech geeks and academics to the general public. [21] Infoseek was based on existing technologies, but introduced a complex system of search modifiers and offered a few add-ons. Their success followed their strategic partnership with browser developer Netscape. [22]

AltaVista’s search engine was developed by Digital Equipment Corp in 1994. [23] As described by Batelle, it was the ‘first truly good search engine’ as it brought many innovations and features. [24] Alta Vista indexed a larger number of web pages than their rivals and allowed natural language queries in addition to having advanced search options. [25] By the time Inktomi and Google became prominent players in the market, Alta Vista started losing its popularity due to management disputes and portal clutter. [26] On February 2003, AltaVista was acquired by Overture Services Inc., which in July 2003, was bought by Yahoo. [27] [28]

Lycos was the next major development in search. It was launched at Carnegie Mellon University by Dr. Micheal Mauldin in 1994 [29] and like AltaVista, it sent a crawler to index the web. Lycos, however, used more advanced mathematical algorithms in responding to search queries. [30] To assess the relevance of a webpage it analysed the outbound links on a Web page. [31] But Lycos’ main advantage over its rivals was mainly the size of its catalogue. [32] Excite was launched by a number of Stanford alumni in 1995. With both a web directory and a search engine it was the first search engine ‘to transcend classic keyword based searching with technology that grouped web pages by their underlying concepts’. [33]

As rival search engines were creating variable results, meta search engines entered the scene in 1995. [34] Meta search engines such as Metacrawler and Savy sent search queries to all leading search engines and indexed and ranked them. Hotbot developed by Inktomi Corporation came about in 1996 and
was a milestone in the history of search through the introduction of personalised search. It used cookies to store personal search preferences in order to offer customised search results. [35] Furthermore, they were the pioneers of the pay per click model, but as their business model lacked in efficiency it was not profitable. [36] By 2000 the majority of leading search engines, including AltaVista, the prominent search engine of its time, launched customised search. Customised search enabled search engines to collect vast amount of data from their users which could be used for behavioural targeting for advertisers.

Yahoo! was created by two Stanford graduate students, David Filo and Jerry Yang, during their PhD studies. [37] Unlike other search engines, Yahoo began as a web directory. The yahoo.com domain was registered on January 18, 1995. [38] On April 5, 1995, Yahoo raised $2 million from Sequia Capital’s Michael Moritz, who later provided finance for Google. [39] Understanding the critical importance of search for internet users, in 1995, Yahoo! included search to its directory through its partner Open Text and later that year switched to Altavista. [40] Yahoo! later started using Inktomi technologies and finally moved on to Google as search partner. [41] To create its in-house technology, starting from 1997, Yahoo! acquired a variety of search companies including Netcontrol, hotjobs.com, Inktomi, Overture and SearchFox. [42] After having bought Inktomi in December 2002 and Overture in July 2003, Yahoo! combined these technologies with various other companies it acquired and started using its own in house search technology February 2004. [43]

Yahoo! eventually diversified into a web portal offering a wide range of services in a bid to increase traffic and time on site. Currently the Yahoo! portal offers a variety of services, including but not limited to e-mail, shopping, dating, services as well as content such as news, entertainment, and sports information. [44] In 2008, Microsoft offered to buy Yahoo!’s search business for over $40 billion, a deal which was refused by the Yahoo Board of Directors. [45] Yahoo and Google tried to join forces in 2008, but the US Department of Justice (DOJ) informed the companies that it would file an antitrust suit in order to block the deal due to its anticompetitive implications. [46]

**Commercialisation of search**

From the early days, search companies tried to commercialise search through the use of banner ads, however commercialisation of the internet and search as we know it today started after 1995. [47]

**Overture**

Overture, formerly known under the name GoTo launched by Bill Gross in late 1997, was the first company that truly succeeded in commercialising search. [48] Unlike traditional search engines in Overture, when users searched for information on products and services by key word the results were organised not based on an impartial crawler algorithm but rather on the amount that that an advertiser of the product was willing to pay for the keyword. [49] Unlike the business models of rivals GoTo’s model secured that the advertisers only pay when somebody clicks on their ads, which now the standard in search advertising market. [50]

Gross was criticised for not being ethical but he debuted these arguments by stating that Overture was similar to commercial telephone directories and due to its transparency consumers clicking his website will be well aware that it is a commercial search engine and they would be informed of which advertisers are paying for which keyword, consequently visiting Overture with the intent of purchasing. [51] A syndication deal with AOL was a breakthrough for Overture. Under the agreement Overture was going to pay AOL a significant amount to syndicate Overture’s search listings on AOL’s website and would make its profit from the traffic that AOL sent through the Overture listings. [52]

Although it was a major success in paid search, Overture would never enjoy the leading position in the search market Google eventually did. The largest underlying reason was that due to their fear of losing advertisement partners, they avoided growing in to a pure search destination and lacked their own traffic, making them very reliant on their partners. [53]

Trying to win some power as a pure search destination, in 2003 Overture bought Altavista and AlltheWeb, a European search company with notable technology. [54] However these moves were not enough to help the company compete with its rivals. On July 14th 2003, Overture was acquired by Yahoo for $1.63 billion. [55]
Google

Google was incorporated by Sergey Brin and Larry Page in 1998. It was rather a late entrant to the search engine market. However, it became a major success and a leading search engine due to its unique algorithm - PageRank [56], that relied upon the reputation of websites to produce better results than existing search engines. Existing search engines ranked results according to the number of appearance of a search query on a certain web page, which affected the quality of search results. [57] Google’s better and user friendly organic (non paid) results increased its popularity and by 1999, Google was processing seven million searches per day. [58]

When they founded the company in 1998, Brin and Page were against the model of advertising funded search engines as they believed a search engine funded by advertisers would be biased towards the advertisers rather than addressing the needs of their users. [59] They hoped their main revenue would come from licensing their search technology, however in their early days no one was interested in paying for a license. [60] As they needed a source of income, in 1999, Google compromised and started placing text ads labelled 'sponsored links' alongside organic search results. [61] In October 2000, Google launched AdWords, its text-based ad placement product. AdWords allowed advertisers to select the key words they wanted to be associated with. [62] Google then altered AdWords to operate on an auction based pay per-click model which was adapted from a model introduced by GoTo (1997) [63], an earlier and truly commercial search engine. In addition to GoTo’s model, Google introduced a new concept, Quality Score, which determines the relevance of the keyword to the ads in its ad group based on historical click through rates on ads. [64] In other words, The Quality Score determines whether an ad is to be displayed by Google and the ranking of it. [65] When two advertisers are using the same key words, the site which has a lower Quality Score will have to offer a higher price to rank at the same place. [66] Google’s main revenue is now generated by advertising. Google’s total revenue was USD$ 29,321 billion in 2010, of which total advertising revenues was USD$ 28,236 billion. This demonstrates the critical importance of advertising in search. [67] Google also generates revenue through ‘AdSense’. Website owners enroll in this program to enable text, image, and video advertisements on their websites which is managed by Google, they get a share of advertising revenues for ads clicked when triggered based on relevance to their content.

Microsoft

Microsoft was founded by Bill Gates in 1975 and due to its aggressive marketing of MS-DOS it quickly became a leading software seller in the home computer industry. [68] In 1985, the first version of Microsoft Windows was released, which was followed by the release of Microsoft Office in 1989, the business operating system Windows NT in 1999, and a web browser, Internet explorer, in 1995. [69] Despite being a prominent player as an operating system for personal computers, it took Microsoft a relatively long time to see how profitable the search business is. Microsoft launched MSN Search in 1998, however they did not develop their own search technology until 2004 and depended on partners such as Overture, Looksmart and Inktomi and Yahoo. [70] In 2005, MSN officially switched from Yahoo organic results to using their own technology. [71] On September 11, 2006 Microsoft released Live, which offered a simpler user interface as well as Microsoft’s own image search technology, which was previously offered by a third party, PicSearch. [72] In July 2009, Microsoft launched Bing, a new search engine that they advertised as a ‘decision engine’. [73] The most significant feature of Bing was organising search results into categories. As an example, in a search on Obama, one can see the information categorized as content types such as images, speeches, videos or biographies of Obama. [74]

In order to have better chances in competing with Google, Microsoft and Yahoo decided to join forces. [75] In July 2009 Microsoft and Yahoo announced that they had made a 10 year deal, in which the Yahoo search engine will start using Bing’s technology while in exchange Microsoft will receive 12% percent of revenues on search related revenues. [76] The deal was cleared the same day by the DOJ and after a phase one review by the Commission. [77] The agreement between Yahoo and Microsoft can be seen as a genuine alternative to Google, but it may fail as even their joint effort may not be adequate to effectively compete with Google given the characteristics of search. The success and survival of search engines have been heavily based on the relevance of search results and their advertising model. Google initially came to dominance due to its relevant search results that attracted consumers to its platform combined with their innovative ad serving technology. This position was then further strengthened due to characteristics unique to the search industry, and it is likely to remain the case for the near future.
3. Characteristics of the search market

The term ‘the new economy’ is generally used to describe the manufacture of computer software, internet-based businesses (internet access providers, internet service providers, Internet content providers) and communications services and equipment designed to support the first two. [78] Doubtlessly, search engines operate in the ‘new economy’.

As noted by Posner;

‘New economies are characterized ... by falling average costs ...over a broad range of output, modest capital requirements relative to what is available for new enterprises from the modern capital market, very high rates of innovation, quick and frequent entry and exit, and economies of scale in consumption (also known as ‘network externalities’), the realization of which may require either monopoly or interfirm cooperation in standards setting.’ [79]

Most of the above characteristics, such as high rates of innovation, economies of scale and network effects are applicable to the search industry. Arguably some of the above such as the modest capital requirement as well as quick and frequent entry are no longer relevant in the context of search.

An innovation-driven industry

Search engines operate in innovative markets, in which a certain level of innovation is required to enter and survive in the market. In order to set up a search engine that could be a real substitute to state of the art search technology that Google has, a new entrant would need to demonstrate and sustain a level of innovation which is higher than current industry standards, a standard that can arguably only be achieved with the brightest minds in the industry, using scarcely available resources. The pace of the industry demands existing search engines to constantly invest in the improvement of their technology.

Fast moving markets

The fast rise and fall of search engines such as AltaVista in a relatively short time frame demonstrates the need for fast legal processes. The life cycle of AltaVista alongside the duration of the Microsoft cases shows that investigations in relation to anti-competitive conduct in high tech industries may drag out for so long that the outcome may be irrelevant for the involved parties by the time a conclusion is reached.

Economies of scale

Developing and operating new search engine like Google requires significant capital investments as well as extensive research and development. In 2007, Gartner Group reported that Google has more than 1 million servers and spends 200 to 250 million US dollars a year only on IT equipment. [80] This alone demonstrates the magnitude of the investment and the economies of scale that Google enjoys which are very difficult to match for a new entrant. Furthermore, new entrants to the market need the distribution and marketing channels to penetrate the market. [81] Hence, in high tech industries, such as the online search market, significant market power is deemed necessary to compensate for the high fixed costs and high risk associated with the investment. [82] For this reason, the search market and related markets such as the search advertising market tend to be highly concentrated.

High concentration levels

As stated in the 2010 OECD Report on the Economic and Social Role of Internet Intermediaries, the global search engine market is a market with high concentration levels with only top five companies accounting for over 90% of the market. [83] According to comScore data as of December 2009, these five players include Google with 64% market share, Yahoo with 14% market share, (Chinese) Baidu with 13% market share, Microsoft 4% percent and finally (South Korean) Naver with 2%. [84] In the EEA Google is by far the dominant actor in internet search and online advertising. As acknowledged in the European Commission’s 2010 clearance decision on Microsoft’s proposed acquisition of the Yahoo search business, Microsoft’s and
Yahoo’s activities in internet search and online search advertising are very limited with combined market shares generally below 10%, whilst Google generally enjoys market shares above 90% in the EEA. [85]

**Multisided platform with strong network effects**

As David Evans [86] puts it, multi sided platforms are not a new phenomenon, however they have only been analyzed as a specific type of business in the 2000’s starting with the work of Rochet and Tirole. [87] A multi sided platform is an intermediary that brings together two or more different groups of customers on the same platform. [88] These platforms present a value to one group of customer if the other group of customers exist. The two distinct groups of customers using these platforms are customers who need or rely on each other in some way. [89] Dating sites and social networking websites are classical examples of multisided platforms. As the number of their customers increase, more customers will consider to sign up for their services.

Through the progress of information technologies the occurrence and significance of multisided platforms have grown. [90] The first wave of development in this area was in 1980s where due to the cost reductions in micro processors and the mass production of computer software, various software platforms bringing application developers and hardware makers together emerged. [91] The second wave came after 1995 by the commercialisation of the internet; examples are advertising platforms (Google, Yahoo), transaction platforms (eBay and Amazon), social networking platforms (Facebook and Myspace) as well as various other players. [92]

Evans and Schmalensee [93] argue that the common and basic functions of multi-sided platforms are as follows:

- They serve as matchmakers by facilitating exchange between different group members;
- They build audiences making it easier for people looking for a suitable match,
- They offer efficiency and reduce costs as they provide shared sources.

Most of the multi-sided platforms concentrate on either one or all of these functions. [94] One of the biggest problems of such platforms is to solve the chicken and egg problem; if they do not have enough customers on side A, they cannot attract the customers from side B. [95] It can rather be observed that there is always one side, which is deemed to be more crucial to the platform that gets a better deal. The service offered may be offered for a small fee or without any fee. [96] It has been demonstrated by economists that to maximise their profits multi sided platforms can charge a customer group less than the incremental price or even less than zero. [97] In the case of Google search, consumers who search for results do not pay Google, as it is the advertisers who pay to appear in the search results. [98] Maximising profits in a multisided platform is more complicated than a traditional business as the platform must find a balance between different demands and interest groups. [100]

Multi sided platforms often rely on indirect network effects. [101] Network effects, also known as network externalities, is an economic theory which is increasingly becoming important in legal arguments. [102] According to Katz and Shapiro, network effects can be observed when consumers of a product experience increased value when other consumers also use that product. As a classical example, the more people have a fax machine, the more value it has as each fax owner can communicate with more users. [103] Markets with network effects are also often prone to convergence, as when an industry standard is developed and more and more people use it, the others cannot afford to not be left out. [104] Needless to say, network effects may contribute to a firm to rising to dominance and keeping this position. The Microsoft case is a noteworthy example which demonstrates the link between network effects and market dominance. [105]

Internet based businesses, in particular social media, networking websites and search engines are also generally characterised by network effects. If we take the example of Google, Google’s early success was due to its novel and unique search technique that produced highly relevant results to search queries; however Google’s popularity increased as more and more searches were conducted. [106] The more people use Google search, the more data the company obtains and as the data is its raw material, the more data the company has, and the better search results it can deliver. Better search results will doubtlessly mean more search users and more scale for Google, which further improves its search results, creating a self-boosting feedback loop. [107] As the number of users that use Google for search increase, the number of advertisers
on the other end increases as they can reach a greater audience, which again reinforces the value of the multi sided platform. [108]

High switching costs

Search engines often claim that their business model is transparent, that entry barriers are rather low as one can easily set up a new service and that customers can easily switch to new providers. As Google often puts it competition is one click away. [109] Doubtlessly, there is more competition for consumers when they can switch from one provider to another or use both of them at the same time. [110] As there are no technological barriers to switch from one search engine provider to another switching may seem relatively easy. Nevertheless this argument may have some weaknesses. First of all it is a well known feature of multi-sided platform to lock in customers. They can do it by offering exclusivity agreements as well as bundling and tying their services. With the advent of cloud computing, search engines have become more than mere search tools as they have started offering a plethora of online tools and became online platforms integrating search as functionality. Hence it may well be argued that for a customer who uses not only Google search, but a bundle of other services offered by the search engine platform, (such as Google chrome, Gmail, Google documents) switching to another search engine is harder. Doubtlessly, customers who opt out from using Google search can still have access to their G-mail account but due to practical reasons such as habit and familiarity, it is more convenient for a consumer to use all the services offered by the same platform. Data portability is indeed another important consideration in this respect as it may hinder customers from switching platforms. Customers may easily switch between search engines but if they abandon a platform they may risk losing important private data such as bookmarks, email communication or photos stored in the platform.

Furthermore, informed consumers will know that Google may produce better results based on its intimate knowledge of their search history as well as behavioural data. Hence consumers may choose to stay with their current search provider as they would benefit from a more personalised search experience with their existing provider. In the light of above characteristics it might be argued that unless a disruptively innovative company, with high investment capital that emerges, the search market is likely to be dominated by Google.

Challenges to competition policy

Due to the characteristics of the search market specified above, search engines may engage in anticompetitive conduct. The ongoing 2010 Commission investigation into Google affirms this position. Search engines may try to lock in customers and advertisers as well as engage in tying and bundling practices which might have the effect of foreclosing the online search market to new entrants, hence having anti competitive effects. Network effects and economies of scale further acts as entry barriers for new search firms and solidify Google’s dominance. Standard competition rules tailored to the needs of a traditional economy may not suit the dynamic fast paced and multisided nature of the high tech industry [111] in particular online search industry. Hence, the rules applied to the assessment of competition in high tech markets may have to be adapted to reflect the dynamic nature of competition and the significance of innovation in these industries. [112]

The 2010 Commission investigation into Google

In February 2010, Foundem (a UK price comparison website), Ciao (a German shopping site owned by Microsoft) and ejustice.fr (a French legal search engine) filed a complaint before the Commission. These three complaints focused on abuse of dominance: that Google used its dominant search engine and its Universal Search Service [113] to promote its own services whilst discriminating as well as demoting the search ranking of competing websites and other specialised (vertical) search engines in its organic and paid search results. After having investigated the preliminary submissions by the parties, on the 30th November 2010, the Commission decided to open a formal investigation into the allegations that Google has abused its dominant position in online search. [114]

In the scope of this investigation the Commission investigates;
whether Google has imposed exclusivity obligations on advertising partners, hindering them from placing certain types of competing adverts on their web sites, as well as on computer and software vendors with the aim of foreclosing competition for competing search tools,

whether Google has restricted the portability of online advertising data to competing online advertising platforms.

The investigation was broadened in December 2010, when complaints by three additional companies were added to the file as Bundeskartellamt, the German competition authority, transferred to the Commission a part of its investigation that overlapped with that of the European Commission. The complaints to the Bundeskartellamt were made by BDVZ and VDZ, two newspaper and magazine associations, and the online mapping company Euro-cities. These complaints were about the preferential treatment of Google's own services. [115]

On March 30 2011, Microsoft also issued a formal complaint with the European Commission. [116] In their complaint Microsoft alleged that:

- Google is using technical measures to stop Microsoft’s search engine from indexing content on YouTube, which is owned by Google,
- Google is blocking Microsoft smartphones from operating with YouTube,
- Through Google books it is controlling access to online copies of out of copyright books,
- Google limits the ability of advertisers to move their own advertising data to competing advertising platforms,
- Finally, Google contractually hinders leading Web sites in Europe from distributing competing search boxes.

According to Reuters, Google face nine formal complaints at the time of writing. [117] The increased number of complaints does not necessarily mean Google is abusing its dominance however it means that the scope of the investigation may be broadened further. The European probe in relation to Google’s anticompetitive conduct is not the only one. In June 2011, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) opened an antitrust inquiry into Google’s search and advertising activities. [118] The Attorney General of Texas opened an investigation in 2010, which is still ongoing [119], whilst a similar antitrust complaint against Google in Ohio was dismissed in September 2011 as the Court stated that the complainant has only proved harm to itself and failed to show harm to competition. [120]

While no definitive findings have been made as to whether Google is dominant or not, there are a strong number of indications in the Microsoft/Yahoo Search Business decision [121], suggesting that Google is very likely to be found to have a dominant position on several markets including online search and search advertising. [122] Hence, the question as to whether Google is dominant in certain markets is not dealt with in this article. In the light of the above allegations, the potential harm to competition can be broadly grouped into the three categories discussed below.

### Harming downstream rivals by manipulating search and by giving preferential treatment to its own services

This is the most commonly heard and arguably the most intricate complaint brought against Google. Complainants including specialised search engines and website owners claim that users of Google’s search engine rarely look beyond the first few page of search results and that a lower placement on Google’s organic result due to preferential treatment given by Google to its own products, or not appearing at all due to being banned by Google, has a significant impact on the level of traffic to the listed site. Hence they claim that due to manipulation of search results and Google’s preferential treatment the online markets are foreclosed to rivals and new entrants ultimately leading to less choice for consumers.

Foundem, one of the complainants to the Commission, gave concrete examples from two different markets where it alleged to be adversely affected by Google’s preferential treatment to its own services. Their first example is in relation to the online map market; within two years after the introduction of Universal Search, Map Quest, a leading US based online mapping service provider, lost its leading position in the market as the traffic to its website diminished, whilst the traffic to Google Maps increased significantly. Their second example is in relation to the product comparison market. After the inception of Universal Search, Google’s market comparison product which had been largely unsuccessful, started to grow rapidly. At the same time
visitors to UK’s leading product comparison websites decreased dramatically. Foundem submits that Google’s conduct in relation to those markets is anticompetitive as it has a foreclosure effect for rivals thereby reducing consumer choice and welfare.

Search engines claim that they strive to provide the most relevant search results without bias or manipulation. They often maintain that there is no human intervention to their algorithms as they have an automated algorithm. However it is a well known fact that search results can be manipulated by search engines themselves as well as by information providers. In the context of search results one must bear in mind that even the most automated search engine is a result of human work and beyond every algorithm there is a programmer giving specific instructions to the computer.

It seems straightforward to establish whether a search engine favours its own services. For example if Google shows only YouTube (owned by Google) results when you enter a search term such as 'video', you may arrive at the conclusion that it favours its own results. However given the secrecy surrounding algorithms, it is difficult to establish whether such ranking is unfairly favouring its own site or is entirely fair - one site could simply be of a higher quality or better promoted. Some suggest that just like retailers that give their shelves to their own-brand products; search engines should be able to favour their own products and services and this does not raise any competition issues. However as Marsden points out, this is a problem, if such preferential treatment is not done transparently.

If search results are based on anything but quality, then this should be clearly communicated to the user, as it is with paid results and own-brand products of retailers. Arguably, there are two significant complexities in relation to the manipulation of search results in the antitrust context. First, given the secrecy around algorithms it seems very difficult to establish with clarity whether such manipulation has taken place with the aim of discriminating rivals. Secondly, even if the existence of such bias could be proven, finding an adequate remedy that does not affect the competitive structure of the industry seems challenging. A commitment by search engines to provide more objective results will maintain the status quo, whilst more interventionist measures such as regulating and monitoring search results with a view to ensure objectivity may well reduce their quality. Furthermore, even if it’s decided that regulating and monitoring search results is a viable option, the scope and objectives of such regulation and monitoring, as well as determining the authority that will be in charge of this seems to be highly contestable issues.

**Harming other search engines by denying access to content**

Other allegations against Google focuses on denying or limiting rivals access to its own content, thereby adversely affecting rival search engines’ ability to provide the quality of results Google can provide. Unlike its early days, Google today is not only a search engine provider. Google owns a considerable amount of content as diverse as online books, video, music, travel and social media. It can be problematic if other search engines cannot access or receive limited access to this content.

Without delving into the details of the landmark Microsoft case (Case COMP/C-3/37.792 Microsoft), the following analogy can be drawn between the Microsoft case and the Google investigation. When Microsoft refused to provide computer protocols that would have enabled rival operating systems to interoperate with Microsoft’s Windows personal and server operating systems, it was found as an abuse of dominance. In the same vein, it can be argued that the walling of access to content and data can be perceived as abuse of dominance, as such conduct potentially hinders competitors from providing quality search results, and consequently from competing with Google on an equal footing. Similar to manipulation of search results, in relation to denial of access to content claims, a key challenge lies is finding the appropriate remedy. If it is established that Google’s denial to grant access to its own content have a substantial effect on rivals offerings, thereby eliminating consumer choice, the Commission may decide to intervene and mandate access for rivals, as evidenced in its past decisions in a number of industries such as telecommunications, transport and financial services. However, if such a remedy is foreseen by the Commission, the viability and scope of such mandatory access will be highly disputed as such access to Google’s content and platform might give its rivals access to strategic assets (such as social network member data), insights in relation to its inner workings and even to its protected algorithm.
Harming competition through exclusivity deals

As discussed above search is characterised by economies of scale. Search engines can obtain scale by buying user data through exclusivity deals with other operations such as websites with a large number of followers, social media, other forms of content and even popular search engines in other markets. The acquiring service runs searches on, or for the service, and ultimately benefits from the resulting user data. As discussed earlier, this data, combined with the data obtained from its own search operations, allows search engines to provide better search results through greater scale. The crucial question is whether acquisition of such scale has a foreclosure effect for rivals. It seems straightforward to establish whether Google places exclusivity obligations on its partners. However, exclusivity in itself may not necessarily lead to anticompetitive conduct. Exclusivity agreements can be tolerated as long they enhance efficiency and their exclusionary effects do not deny rivals market access for too long. Hence in this context, critical questions that need to be addressed are whether such exclusivity deals have a substantial effect on competition and consumer welfare and whether there are any efficiencies derived from such exclusivity agreements that could override potential foreclosure effects. The Commission’s approach towards efficiencies, its definition of what constitutes foreclosure in online search, and its determination as to the length of tolerating such foreclosure will determine the answers to these questions.

A brief comment on the investigation

The European investigation is ongoing at the time of writing and as acknowledged by the competition commissioner, Almunia, in September 2011, the two-sided and complex nature of search business is forcing the Commission to take special care when conducting relevant product and geographic markets analysis. Due to its complexity and resemblance to the Microsoft cases, it is expected that the investigation will keep academics and the Commission busy for a while yet. The increasing reliance on settlement procedures suggests that the investigation will most probably not proceed to an infringement decision. The key challenges for the Commission in their investigation will be to assess whether the alleged conducts by Google has any foreclosure effects, whether such foreclosure can be justified by efficiencies and whether such conduct has any actual or potential effect on consumer welfare. As discussed above, if the case is settled by commitments or if the Commission finds that Google has abused its dominance, designing effective remedies that strike a balance between addressing the competition problems whilst not harming and intervening excessively with the innovative nature of search, is a challenging task. Independent of its outcome, the investigation affirms the position that there is at the least a potential for search engines to abuse their dominance in online search, search advertising and other relevant markets. This opens the debate in relation to the applicability of Art. 102 TFEU to deal with anti-competitive conduct by search engine providers.

4. Is Article 102 TFEU sufficient to deal with challenges posed by search engines?

Article 102 TFEU prohibits undertakings from committing an abuse of a dominant position held within a substantial part of the internal market. The current application of Article 102 TFEU may however not be ideally suited for dealing with dynamic industries like search engines. It has been criticised for not being based on sound economic analysis, economic effects, being inefficient and for protecting competitors instead of the competition. The Commission’s 2005 Discussion Paper and the long awaited 2008 Guidance on enforcement priorities have aspired to move Art 102 TFEU towards a more effects based approach, relying on the actual effects of allegedly abusive behaviour rather than the form of behaviour. However such reform was rather ambiguous and inadequate for incorporating efficiencies. As noted by Damien Geradin, the practical impact of the Guidance is questionable. Although the Guidance Paper provided dominant firms a series of principles enabling them to better self assess the legality of their practices which might fall under Art. 102, the exceptions and caveats it contains limited its scope to a great extent. Unlike Art. 101, Art 102 still lacks safe harbours and does not sufficiently allow efficiency claims which are crucial in dealing with innovative industries such as search. Furthermore, it still...
remains to be seen to what extent the Commission and the community courts will be applying the effects
based approach in future competition analysis. [142] Due to the high investment costs associated with
search, a search engine provider needs legal certainty and assurance that if certain conditions are fulfilled
they are exempt from antitrust interference.

The innovative and fast paced nature of the search industry calls for speedy, and if possible ex ante solutions
to competition problems. However as pointed out by Posner an antitrust case involving high tech industries
might take so long that given the fast paced nature of the industry the decision itself may become irrelevant
and ineffectual. [143] By the time the Commission and the courts finalise the case, the company in question
may already have lost its dominant position, or the complainant may no longer exist. Furthermore, due to the
complex nature of the search industry from both a technological perspective, the Commission may need the
expertise of industry specialists, contributing further to the length and costs of proceedings. The length and
controversial nature of the Microsoft cases in the USA and in the EU affirms these positions and open the
debate for alternative approaches in dealing with competition problems in high tech markets.

5. Conclusion

The analysis of the development and characteristics of the search industry demonstrates that the search
industry, including online search and search advertising markets, is a highly concentrated market with only a
few players enjoying significant market power. Furthermore, due to the commercialisation of search coupled
with the characteristics of the search industry, there is a growing potential for search engines to engage in
anticompetitive conduct within the context of Article 102 TFEU. Google initially came to dominance due to
relevant search results that attracted consumers to its platform and due to their innovative ad serving
technology. This position was further strengthened by network effects and other characteristics specific to the
search industry. Arguably, Google is likely to remain dominant unless a disruptively innovative player with
significant financial strength emerges.

Consequently it is a pressing concern to determine whether Google abuses its dominance in online search
and other relevant markets, whether there is a potential or incentive for it to do so in the future, and if that is
the case how this should be addressed. Given the characteristics of the online search market, Article 102
TFEU and its traditional application as evidenced in the Microsoft cases may not be ideally suited to deal
with problems posed by search. Criticisms such as ambiguous guidance, lack of sound economic analysis,
the length of the proceedings and the questionable effectiveness of remedies still prevail. Due to the nature
of the search industry there is a need to ascertain if and how Article 102 TFEU should be revised or applied
to more effectively to address competition problems posed by search. In this respect, there is a need for
further research and discourse to determine the types of anticompetitive conduct that search engines may
exhibit in the scope of Article 102 TFEU and what remedies would be effective if such abuse was to take
place. Further research is suggested to establish whether alternative approaches such as sector specific
regulation, co-regulation or a specialised agency dealing with internet based businesses could more
effectively deal with anti competitive conduct in online search.
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